This paper analyzes the Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) signal coverage in the department of Cundinamarca, comparing two propagation models: Okumura-Hata, and Stanford University Interim (SUI). These models were selected because they allow the calculation of propagation losses in the UHF band and do not require greater precision in the cartographic information to estimate diffraction losses. As a result, was obtained that the selected models are close to the field measurements, in a range of 8 to 12 dB. In addition, adjustments were made to the propagation models obtaining the losses estimation in the signal propagation. The models were evaluated applying statistical criteria such as: correlation coefficient, mean square error and standard deviation. Finally, it was determined that the two models fit easily to the values obtained in the field measurements; however, the difference presented by the Okumura-Hata model was smaller in comparison with the SUI model; but the latest one allowed a better fit to the propagation model than the Okumura-Hata model.
1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, television has become the most impactful mass media generating large-scale cultural change. This impact has been compounded by the transformation and arrival of new technologies for transmitting and receiving image and sound, such as digital television. This technology represents the most radical technological change in the television industry, after the appearance of color TV.

In 2009 began a gradual implementation of digital television in some of the country’s areas, starting in the main cities, which should end in 2019 with a coverage of one hundred percent of the population that currently has analog television coverage, seeking the called "analog blackout". Considering the above, Colombia has carried out multiple network designs that offer coverage to the national territory under the standard Digital Video Broadcasting Second Generation Terrestrial -DVB T2-, being Bogotá one of the cities that has total coverage thanks to the 5 installed stations: Suba and Santa Librada operated by National Private Channels Consortium (CCNP by its Spanish acronym), Calatrava, El Cable and Cruz Verde operated by National Radio and Television of Colombia (RTVC by its Spanish acronym). Thanks to these stations, there is also coverage in the municipalities adjacent to Bogotá.

This paper analyzes and compares two propagation models using measurements made at different points in the municipalities of Chía, Cota and Cajicá, using acquired information regarding the areas of expansion in the Land Use Plan (POT by its Spanish acronym) of each one of the municipalities. A correction is made to the propagation models for the design of an efficient coverage network, so that when correcting and/or modelling a radio link considering the characteristics of the trajectory between the transmitting station and the receivers, the feasibility of implementing the network in terms of system capacity and costs is evident. 

The following paper is divided into the sections described below:

Section 2 focuses, as a state of the art, on the background to this kind of research. Section 3 presents the materials and methods that evidence the analysis of the data and the Okumura-Hata and SUI propagation models application. Section 4 shows the proposed propagation models comparison and correction. Section 5 presents the results discussion; and section 6 contains the research conclusions.

2. State of the art

Several projects have been developed that propose the analysis of the quality of the television signal in different localities of Bogotá, making measurements in open and closed environments, this with the objective of using propagation models applicable to urban environments in which propagation losses are analyzed, with the software assistance, are designed and proposed scenarios that improve coverage and make adjustments to the models. It is evident that the public channels have an inclination to the market without interest to the user, but the necessary coverage tests are not always carried out.

On the other hand, some investigations present studies and analysis of the propagation of a Digital Terrestrial Television network under the DVB-T standard -applied in Colombia- to determine the way in which the interaction with DVB-T2-supported DTT occurs, both in fixed and mobile reception in Bogotá D.C., performing coverage simulations under three different transmitter configuration scenarios, analysing at the same time the impact on climate change generated by the technological waste resulting from the implementation of the DTV in Colombia. The coexistence of DTT and LTE signals that are deployed in Colombia and in the South American region has also been taken into account. In another way, in Colombia different types of transmission have been carried out due to technological changes looking for which one can be adapted according to geography. In the same sense, there have been discussions of the policies that seek to regulate the transmission of DTT. The developed tests are based on software that allows the power levels simulation needed to have a good coverage in closed environments. On the other hand, in South American countries several studies have been developed on the application of propagation methods, which allows to better estimate the radio coverage. In other cases the Okumura-Hata and Stanford University models are proposed in order to determine the main factors affecting each of the models.

Finally, it is reported also investigations where there are field strength measurements of the DTT signal with the ISDB-Tb standard, locating the shadow areas suggesting alternative solutions through the use of Gap Filler transmitters, being diffraction propagation model the most prominent.

2.1. Propagation Models

In the network design for a certain coverage, it must be taken into account that there are reflection, diffraction...
and dispersion parameters that the signal suffers on the way from the transmitter to the receiver, \([30-31]\). When modelling the propagation of this signal, it is also necessary to take into account the environment (urban, rural or suburban), height of transmitters, working frequency. In short, propagation models can be classified as deterministic, empirical and semi-deterministic,\([32-35]\).

The Xia-Bertoni model describes the propagation in large cities of signals located in the UHF band (from 300 MHz to 3 GHz), \([36]\). This model takes into account the terrain profile and buildings to estimate losses; other models are: Cost 231 Wallisch-Ikegami model, and the Stanford University interim model,\([37-39]\).

One of the best-known and applied propagation models for estimating losses in urban environments is the one described in the Okumura-Hata compilation. This model allows the estimation in suburban and rural environments from base data of urban environments, \([40-42]\). It represents the urban propagation loss as a function of the operating frequency \(f\) (150 a 1500 MHz), distance between transmitter and receiver, antenna height and a correction factor \(h_{re}\) of the receiving antenna height which will depend on the size of the area in question, \([43-44]\).

The loss equation is:

\[
L_{50}(urban) (dB) = 69.55 + 26.16 \log f - 13.82 \log h_{tt} - a(h_{re}) + (44.9 - 6.55 \log d)
\]

Where:

- \(f\): Carrier frequency in MHz
- \(h_{tt}\): Transmitting antenna height in meters for a range of 30 to 300 meters
- \(h_{re}\): Receiving antenna height in the range of 1 to 10 meters
- \(a(h_{re})\): Correction factor for the effective height of the mobile depending on the type of service area.
- \(d\): Distance between transmitter and receiver in Kilometres

The new variable, with respect to Okumura, is the correction factor for effective height of the mobile \(a(h_{re})\) this factor is dependent on the coverage area. Different \(a(h_{re})\) values can be defined for different propagation environments. The \(a(h_{re})\) value for small and medium cities is:

\[
a(h_{re}) = (1.1 \log f_c - 0.7)a(h_{re}) - (1.56 \log f_c - 0.8)
\]

For a suburban environment the equation to calculate \(a(h_{re})\) is:

\[
a(h_{re}) = L_{50}(urban) - 2[\log (f_{28})]^2 - 5.4
\]

For rural areas the following equation is used to calculate \(a(h_{re})\):

\[
a(h_{re}) = L_{50}(urban) - 4.78 (\log f_c)^2 + 18.3 \log f_c - 40.94
\]

The propagation model developed by the IEEE in conjunction with Stanford University Interim model is an empirical model that requires each city area characterization, according to a terrain type. The SUI model is divided for three types of terrain, i.e. A, B and C.

Type A is associated with maximum trajectory loss and is suitable for mountainous terrain of moderate to dense vegetation densities,\([45-47]\). Type B is characterized by adapting to any of the mostly flat terrain with moderate to high density of trees or mountainous terrain with a slight density of trees.

Type C is associated with minimum trajectory loss and applies to flat terrain with a slight density of trees.

The equation of loss per trajectory with correction factors is as follows:

\[
L(dB) = A + 10 \gamma \log_{10} \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right) + S, \text{ para } d > d_0
\]

Where:

- \(\gamma = a - bh_b + c \frac{e}{h_b}\)
- \(Hb\): is the transmitting station height
- \(s\): is a shading factor
- \(\gamma\): is the loss exponent per trajectory, whose constants \(a\), \(b\) and \(c\) depend on the type of terrain to be studied; for the case study in this paper it corresponds to Type A terrain, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Type A terrain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Stanford Model Parameter, \([14]\).
Consequently, the present research is relevant since it seeks to propose a propagation model that describes more precisely the behavior of the measurements obtained for the selected scenario, through the analysis of the data, as well as the correction to the proposed models that allow improving the coverage on the 28 and 30 channels, taking into account that so far no studies have been carried out in the areas that were chosen.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data Acquisition and Processing

The data acquisition is performed by measuring the radiation power at the previously selected points in the Google Earth software, this process is done with the help of an algorithm developed in Matlab®; then proceeds to make the necessary calculations for the Okumura -Hata and Interim model of Stanford University propagation models, after obtaining the behavior of each model proceeds to make the calculation that allows proposing the correction to the models using the curve Fitting Matlab® tool.

The measurements are performed with teams from the District University Francisco José de Caldas; these were performed at different points in three municipalities in the department of Cundinamarca previously selected in Google Earth program. The used equipment consists of a Tectronix RSA306 spectrum analyzer, an AARONIA hyperlog4025 directional antenna, a G-STAR IV GPS and a screen, these supported in an designed algorithm in Matlab® for the data acquisition of the radiation power; later the necessary calculations are made for the Okumura-Hata and the Interin Model of Stanford University propagation models, after observing the behavior of each model the calculations are made, allowing proposing the correction to the models using the Matlab® curve Fitting tool.

For the propagation analysis of this paper, the Calatrava station located on the Suba hill is taken as transmission reference; the study is carried out on channels 28 and 30 assigned to RTVC, [48]. Table 2 below describes the transmitting station transmission parameters.

The selected points for the Calatrava station study are shown in Figure 1.

The data obtained in the measurements are listed in Table 3.

![Figure 1. Measurement points referenced to the Calatrava station 4°44'36.88 "N, 74° 4'29.38 "W. Source: own.](image)

**Table 2.** Calatrava station parameters, [49].

**Table 3.** Measurement data for channels 28 and 30. Source: own.

The obtained graphs in the analysis of the selected points data are shown below, Figures 2 and 3:

![Figure 2. Calatrava channel 28, received power vs distance ratio. Source: own](image)
3.3. Okumura-Hata Propagation

As can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, there is a difference of plus or minus 9 dB in principle and that increases at the end compared to the actual power obtained in the measurements.

This correction factor depends on the height \(h_{re}\) at which the measurements were made. The data obtained by applying the Okumura-Hata model and the corresponding Friis equation to the measurement trajectories are shown below, taking into account that the measurements are made at a height of 10 m at the receiver.

Subsequently, the Okumura-Hata calculation for rural areas was performed by establishing the use of equation (4).

Then, in Figures 6 and 7, the behaviour of the expected power through Okumura-Hata and the SUI model is compared with the actual measurements taken point by point with reference to the Calatrava station.

From the expected power graphical analysis with Okumura-Hata as the loss estimation model, there is a difference between the theoretical data and the actual measurement data of plus or minus 8 dB for channel 28 over the base station and a difference between 8 and 10 dB for channel 30. When comparing the obtained data with Okumura-Hata and the free space model the difference between 8 and 10 dB with the actual data is maintained.
In order to evaluate the performance of the loss estimation model, some statistical significance criteria were analyzed, which are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical criteria for the Okumura-Hata model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Mean Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Similarity Index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Calatrava channels 28 and 30, statistical criteria for Okumura-Hata model. Source: own.

3.4. Stanford University (SUI) Propagation

The Interim Model of Stanford University defines three different scenarios to calculate the basic propagation loss. The scenario that fits the conditions in which the present research was performed corresponds to category C: Flat areas with very low vegetation density. With the constants provided by the Stanford study corresponding to type C terrain, it is obtained according to equation (5):

\[
L(dB) = A + 10 \gamma \log \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right) + S
\]

\[
A = 4.6
\]

\[
S = 10.2
\]

Being,

\(d\): the distance between the transmitting station and the receiving antenna

\(d_0=100m\)

\(S\): corresponds to the shading effect

\(r\): is the loss per trajectory exponent that depends on the constants a, b and c, which are listed in Table 1. of this paper.

Figures 8 and 9 compare the expected power behaviour by means of SUI with the actual point-to-point measurements taken with reference to Calatrava station.

When comparing the Okumura-Hata and SUI models, it is observed that there is a margin of 48 dB that separates them in principle; however, they maintain a similar slope ending in 54 dB. Table 5. shows the statistical criteria for this model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical criteria for the Stanford model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Mean Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Similarity Index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Calatrava channels 28 and 30, statistical criteria for SUI model. Source: own.

4. Models comparison and correction

Figures 10 and 11 show the two models studied and the measurements taken for channels 28 and 30 on the Calatrava station, respectively.
4.1. Okumura-Hata Model Correction

The correction to the Okumura-Hata equation is made taking into account that this is a rural area, as evidenced in equations 7 and 8 channel 28 and channel 30 respectively, the modified constant is $(-4.78)$ which is underlined, with the data obtained from this correction the power levels are calculated as shown in Figures 12 and 13.

$$L = L_0 + 4.78 \log(f_c) + 18.33 \log(d) - 40.94$$ (7)

$$L = \left( \frac{d}{1000} \right) - 3.8 \log \left( \frac{d}{1000} \right)^2 + 18.33 \log \left( \frac{d}{1000} \right) - 40.94$$ (8)

The correction of the propagation models is carried out through the Matlab® software, where changes were made to the constants provided by the models in such a way that they conform to the maximum expected power levels.

The new model does not fit exactly to the actual power curve as evidenced in graphs 13 and 14 below, this is because the initial data have a noticeable difference with the final data, this for both channels.

Figure 13. Calatrava channel 28, comparison of received power with corrected Okumura-Hata equation. Source: own.

Figure 14. Calatrava channel 30, comparison of received power with corrected Okumura-Hata equation. Source: own.

In order to evaluate the accuracy level of the corrected model, the statistical significance criteria are re-evaluated, as can be seen in Table 6:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Criteria for the Corrected O-H Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Mean Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Similarity Index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.2. Stanford University (SUI) Model Correction

Next, the correction to the SUI model is presented by making variations to the underlined constant and adding a value to the end of the equation as shown in equation 9.

$$L(dB) = A + 10 \times B \times \log \left( \frac{x}{100} \right) + C$$ (9)

$$L(dB) = A + 0.624 \times B \times \log \left( \frac{x}{100} \right) + C + 41.88$$
The graphs in Figures 15 and 16 shown below illustrate the correction for each channel.

![Graph 15](image)

**Figure 15.** Calatrava channel 28, comparison of received power with corrected SUI. Source: own.

![Graph 16](image)

**Figure 16.** Calatrava channel 30, comparison of received power with corrected SUI. Source: own.

In addition, the quadratic mean error was evaluated, which makes it possible to estimate the difference between the estimator and what it estimates. Next, the corrected model and its respective graphs are presented with respect to the real power values received in each point and for each channel, Figures 17 and 18, Table 7.

![Graph 17](image)

**Figure 17.** Calatrava channel 28, comparison of received power with corrected Okumura-Hata and Stanford models. Source: own.

![Graph 18](image)

**Figure 18.** Calatrava channel 30, comparison of received power with corrected Okumura-Hata and Stanford models. Source: own.

### Table 7. Calatrava channels 28 and 30, statistical criteria for corrected Okumura-Hata and Stanford models. Source: own.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Criteria</th>
<th>CORRECTED 0 - H CH 28</th>
<th>CORRECTED 0 - H CH 30</th>
<th>CORRECTED Stanford Ch 28</th>
<th>CORRECTED Stanford Ch 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>0.0608</td>
<td>-0.2322</td>
<td>0.0588</td>
<td>-0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Mean Error</td>
<td>527.4</td>
<td>730.45</td>
<td>356.1</td>
<td>1.509E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariance</td>
<td>5.8818</td>
<td>-17.91</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>-8.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>319.2</td>
<td>299,930</td>
<td>320,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>17.764</td>
<td>17.866</td>
<td>17.207</td>
<td>17.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Similarity Index</td>
<td>-0.0354</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Discussion of results**

The obtained results in the measurements show that the reception power in the points that are near the mountain slope in the municipality of Cota is low due to the reflection that is presented, on the other hand it can be determined that the obtained power in the measurements in the most distant points is better and tends to stabilize.

It can be observed that channel 28, which corresponds to the regional channel (Canal Capital) transmitted from Bogotá, has a power similar to the channel 30, which corresponds to the public channel (Canal Institucional TV), being this an advantage for Canal Capital since it can be spread in the region through DTT.

When analyzing the propagation models with respect to the made corrections it can be observed that the model that shows better performance for channel 28 is the interim model of Stanford University, this because the calculations development takes into account the aspect of terrain and the correction is simpler to perform.

6. **Conclusions**

The performance of the selected propagation models was analyzed using the measurement results of the Calatrava station in the city of Bogotá and the coverage towards the region of Cundinamarca specifically Cota, Chía and Cajicá, whose scenarios present different...
frequency, deployment, environment and terrain profile characteristics (2 different channels were analyzed in each municipality). The results shown in this paper indicate that the propagation model should be chosen taking into account the deployment scenario, cartographic information, transmitter height and terrain profile. In order to perform the appropriate and more precise model development, it is necessary to develop a semi-empirical model, which involves taking measurements and thus propose a better adjustment.

From the statistical analysis performed on each model before and after the correction it can be determined that the two models could be adjusted to the propagation need. However, due to the terrain profile there is a high error. Thanks to the corrections made and the curves fit, it was possible to reduce the quadratic mean error to an average 34% for the Okumura-Hata model on channel 28 that corresponds to Canal Capital, on the other hand this same model increases the error for channel 30 that corresponds to Canal Institucional TV.

Developing the same analysis for the Interim Model of Stanford University (SUI) it was possible to determine that for channel 28 the quadratic mean error could be reduced by an average of 99.98% and for channel 30 the error was reduced by an average of 12.8%

Thus, it can be said that for channel 28 the two models present a very good fit and although for channel 30 the correction of the mean error is lower, the model that performs best is the Interim Model of Stanford University.

Because the propagation models allow to obtain an estimated power level approximation that is received, these depend on the transmission radius of the transmitting station; taking into account the above, not all models have the same performance due to the fact that the conditions on which they are considered do not take into account all the same variables in such way that they add or eliminate variables mainly with respect to the cartography and the terrain profile. Consequently, when developing coverage projects, it must be taken into account that all models have a margin of error that affects the desired transmission performance.

When making a correction to an empirical propagation model this becomes a semi-empirical model that provides more tools to determine basic parameters more accurately for the location of a link, some of these parameters are the transmission power, radiation angles, loss estimation in the environment, diffraction losses, fading, diffraction etc.
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